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■Features：
Speeding up operation of large actuators!
* Usable when an operation speed faster than IL100
(a standard booster relay) is required.
Pickup！

XT240

IL100（Standard）
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1.1

Rc1

Rc1/4, Rc3/8

Appearance

Cv factor
Port size
（SUP, OUT）

■How to Order
◇ XT240

XT240 – ※

Temperature Specifications
Temperature specifications
1
2
1-NX

For general environments
(-5 to 60C）
For high temperature
environments
(-5 to 100C）
For general environments
(-5 to 60C）

Thread type
Rc
Rc
NPT

Note) Please consult SMC when NPT specifications for high temperature environments are required.

■Specifications
Supply pressure
Max. 1.0MPa
Signal pressure
Max. 0.7MPa
Air consumption
10 L/min (ANR) or less (OUT: At 0.7MPa)
Linearity
Within ±5％
Hysteresis
Within 2％
Cv factor
3
Ambient and fluid
-5 to 60C (For general environments）
-5 to 100C (For high temperature environments)
temperature
Port size
Rc1/4(IN), Rc1(SUP,OUT)
Weight
1.2 kg

■Flow characteristics
Supply pressure：1MPa
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■ Operation principle:
The booster relay is designed to balance forces of input and output pressures through
a diaphragm and applicable when a large actuator is used. The output pressure
equivalent to the input pressure is used to amplify a flow rate and accelerate the driving
speed.
The input pressure from a gauge affects diaphragm (A), opens the main valve and the
air pressure flows from the supply side to the output side. The pressure that flows in
affects diaphragm (B), increases to the pressure equivalent to the inlet pressure and is
changed to the output pressure.
When the generative force from the output pressure is stronger than that from the inlet
pressure, the main valve closes, exhaust port opens and the output pressure is
exhausted until the output pressure balances with the outlet pressure.
In this way, if the balance between the inlet pressure and the output pressure is lost,
IN

the correction system automatically operates. The output pressure is always equivalent
Diaphragm(A)
to the inlet pressure.

Needle valve

EXH

Diaphragm(B)

SUP

OUT

Exhaust
port
Main valve

■Dimensions (mm)
◇ XT240

Rc1/4

IN
φ 98

EXH

SUP

OUT

40

7

105

EXH

2×Rc1
98

■Related Products:
◇Booster Relay

IL100 Series
Supply pressure
Signal pressure
Air consumption
Linearity
Hysteresis
Cv factor
Ambient and fluid
temperature
Port size
Weight

!

Max. 1.0MPa
Max. 0.7MPa
3 L/min (ANR) or less
(OUT: At 0.1 MPa)
Within ±1％
Within 1％
1.1
-5 to 60℃
Rc1/4(IN),
Rc1/4, 3/8(SUP,OUT)
560g

Caution To ensure the safest possible operation of this product, please be sure to thoroughly read
the “Safety Instructions” in our “Best Pneumatics” catalog before use.
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